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Placemaking: Clifton & Hotwells Muted Communities
Illustrated Brief
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

The project looks at the Clifton
and Hotwells wards in Bristol as
one target area of ~2.6km2.
The population consists of a
larger proportion of the working
age group compared with the
rest of Bristol and 10-20% of black
& minority ethnic group.
Ward statics show an overall low
deprivation percentage, hence
the needs of the communities in
deprivation hotspots are often
not addressed.
Sports grounds and facilities,
youth centres and community
spaces mostly involve cost; some
parks near council estates are
only accessible to subscribers
- forcing the low-income
communities to access facilities
in other areas of Bristol.
This also means that it is more
difficult for these communities to
gather and interact with others
without the available amenities
and venues.
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SOCIAL&CULTURAL
CONTEXT

2.

1.

Some aspects of the social and
cultural context of Clifton and
Hotwells had to be considered as
part of our research.
The four maps aim to identify the
percentages of 11 micro-areas
within both neighbourhoods,
where it is clear that the higher
percentages are often applied
to Hotwells rather than Clifton.
Fig.1 Analyses the presence
of children in the various subneigbourhoods, where the
families reach a total of 4200ca.
Fig.2 Investigates the number of
people who live in socially rented
dwellings, reaching a total
number of 880.
Fig.3 Investigates the variety
of people living in both
neighbourhoods, among which
2000ca people come from
European Countries, 1620ca are
from Africa and 1550ca are from
Asia and Middle East.
Fig.4 Examines the most deprived
area in the quarter, where 100%
is the least and 50% is the most.

3.

4.
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FACILITATOR & CLIENT

Facilitator

Client Group

Sibusiso Tshabalala
◊ Founder of Cognitive Paths
◊ New Member of Hotwells & Clifton Community Association
◊ New resident of Carrick House in Hotwells
◊ Concerned about the absence of community interaction and
children activity on the streets
◊ Concerned about ambiguous accessibility of open spaces
◊ Aiming for an insight into the neighbourhood, which facilities and
spaces are used by and available to the low-income residents,
and the challenges faced by this cohort.

◊
◊

The project is mainly targeted at council estate residents;
Also aiming to benefit the Clifton & Hotwells area as a whole by
helping to bring communities together.

Potential Additional Stakeholders
◊
◊

Outcomes of this project can potentially be presented to the
Bristol City Council as proposals to improve the area;
Interests of owners of private parks and properties might also be
taken into consideration if applicable.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES

To identify the existing gap
between available amenities &
more deprived communities’ needs
regarding gathering spaces
& leisure facilities

To propose ways to improve
social & healthy provision
in the area in response to
communities’ challenges
& needs

Project for Public Spaces (PPS) (2018)
PLACEMAKING. 25 October 2021.

To design a bespoke
play & communal space
for children and adults living at
the Carrick House

This brief document will outline
the strategies our team will take
to achieve these objectives.
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UWE STUDENT TEAM & SCOPE

Stud en t T e am
Elena Cuccuru
Yin Kue Constance Hui
Sinem Erkek
Callum Kwong
Maxim Robin-Mays
Dhruvi Vahkaria

S c o pe
◊
◊
◊

◊

S c o pe

F a cilit a t or
Sibusiso Tshabalala

Background Research
in presentable text + graphics
Site visits
for observation + conversation
Connecting networks
by contacting relevant
organisations, property owners
and event organisers
Community engagement
events and digital / physical
advertising materials involved

◊
◊
◊
◊

Initial contact with
Bristol City Council
System support: access to
WordPress & Mailchimp
Designer support
Organising engagement events
with Carrick House tenants

Output
Presentation & Illustrated Report
(or handover package) comprised of:
◊
◊
◊
◊

◊

Context analysis
Community needs analysis (from
surveys & participatory activities)
Relevant precedent studies
Proposals for community services
improvement (inc advice on
statutory obligations & other
specialists’ input if applicable)
Documentation of any physical
outcomes
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SCOPE: RESEARCH

Council
Estates
Leisure
Centres

Local Network

◊ Leisure centre
locations in the area
◊ Price points
compared with rest
of Bristol
◊ Leisure Facilities
Investment Strategy
by City Council

◊ Council estate
locations in the area
(active or under
planning application)
◊ Population
demographics

M A PPI N G

Derelict
Assets

◊ Council-owned
◊ Commercial
properties

Parks &
Outdoor

◊ Council-owned
parks in the area
◊ Private parks &
ownership

Community
Places

◊ Churches with
gathering spaces
◊ Libwraries
◊ Free meeting rooms

Identify local businesses
& organisations already
involved

Charity
Any existing
charitable initiatives
- or all paid?

SY ST EMS

Infrastructure
Funds

Local Calendars
Identify events we can
make use of to advertise
our project

Venues Hire
Identify venues &
spaces up for rent
and who lets them
out

Explore opportunities of
using infrastructure funds
for activating unused
properties in Hotwells into
incubator spaces, spaces
for children etc.
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SCOPE: ENGAGEMENT

ON L I N E
W A R D - W IDE

Mapping &
Research Stage

PHY SI C AL
TARGET C OMMU NI T I ES

Website
Displaying project
objectives & contacts

Flyers
Digital & physical
distribution of project
information + QR code
to survey

Online
Newsletter
Distributing project
updates to people
who want to get
involved

Online Survey
Habits, knowledge,
needs regarding
indoor/outdoor
gathering spaces &
leisure facilities

Pop-up at
Events
Making presence at
existing local events to
advertise our vision

Online Feedback
Session
Informing participants
of survey results and
upcoming steps &
events

Carrick House
Activity to find out
residents’ desires for
communal spaces
(upon liaison with
Council)

Leafletting &
Interactive
Activities
Giving out flyers,
introducing project,
starting conversations
with designed activities
e.g. mapping their
routes around the area

Analysis &
Proposal Stage
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PROJECT TIMELINE
project start

10

we e k 3

Desktop research; site visits; brief
writing; online survey & flyer formation;
contacting key organisations

we e k 4

29/10 – Illustrated Brief Submission

week 1
UWE Enhancement Week

12

we e k 1

Finalising proposals;
Draft feasibility report
(overall structure + some content)

we e k 2

Finalising Presentation & Report

we e k 3

Client Presentation;
Illustrated Report near completion
UWE Christmas Break

* Client to confirm & sign off brief
(any amendments to brief afterwards
will be confirmed via email)
Publish online survey & WordPress;
Carrick House Engagement;
Physical leafletting & surveying

week 2

Analysis of survey results &
planning community engagement

week 3

Target community engagement &
development of proposals

week 4

Production of proposals and report

2 7 /1 /2 022

Final Submission of Report
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